[Effects of liquids with different osmotic pressure and different oxygen concentration on resuscitation of hemorrhagic shock at high altitude in rat].
To compare the effects of liquids with different osmotic pressure and different oxygen concentration on resuscitation of hemorrhagic shock at high altitude. Hemorrhagic shock model of Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats was reproduced by Weigger method at the altitude of 3,658 meters. After 1 hour blood loss, the rats were treated either with normal saline, 75 g/L hypertonic saline solution, 60 g/L dextran 40 solution, solution of 75 g/L hypertonic saline solution with 60 g/L dextran 40, or hypertonic sodium chloride hydroxyethyl starch 40 solution, and all the above solutions were oxygenated with oxygen by high pressure. All the solutions were infused via external jugular vein (4 ml/kg) to resuscitate the rats, and the effects of different solutions on blood pressure (BP), blood gas, intraventricular pressure, water contents of lung or brain, survival time and survival rates were observed. The BP, mean arterial pressure (MAP), partial pressure of oxygen in artery (PaO2), left ventricular systolic pressures (LVSP), maximum upstroke velocity (+dp/dt max) and maximum descending velocity (-dp/dt max) of intraventricular pressure, survival time and survival rate were increased (P<0.05 or P<0.01), but the survival time of the rats in groups treated with hypertonic solutions or hypertonic colloid solutions was obviously prolonged. In particular, survival time and survival rate of the rats in the groups treated with hypertonic colloid solutions were raised more significantly than those of other groups. Besides, the results showed that BP rose steadily in all the groups, PaO2 and LVSP of these groups significantly increased, but partial pressure of carbon dioxide in artery (PaCO2) showed no significant change. Infusion of 4 ml/kg of liquids did not increase water contents of lung or brain. Hyperoxic solutions had no effect on the right ventricular pressure, but the oxygenated liquids could lower the right ventricular pressure at the beginning of resuscitation, suggesting that oxygen transfer through the vein could lower the pulmonary artery pressure and improve the right ventricle function. Liquids with different osmotic pressure and at different oxygen concentration showed therapeutical effect on hemorrhagic shock at high altitude in rat, with hypertonic colloid solution being the best among the liquids under examination.